
Name
Mark Montgomery

● Mark Montgomery

● Crane
Avid: thing you geek out on fantasy sports fan and the history of religious cults and

there impact on people and how they come out of that

Passionate mediocre golfer

Passionate: random thing you love (drinker of coke zero, flip flop wearer, mediocre

golfer)

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mark-montgomery-5b91b41/

Questions:

The 15 questions you’ll be asking them with "Rapid Fire Questions":

1. What’s your most successful marketing channel? (paid search, organic search, paid social,
organic social, email, etc)

Direct email, social linked in posts, market education around webx’s

2. What are the marketing KPIs your CEO is looking at regularly?
3. What is your marketing team’s biggest challenge?

We want to extend our brand at a corp level. We’re very effective at event exec

4. What’s your all-time favorite book on marketing?
5. A recent book on marketing you’ve loved?
6. What marketing podcast delivers the most value to you?
7. Who is the marketing influencer that you’re most influenced by?

8. Where do you hear from that influencer the most (LinkedIn, their books, podcast, YouTube,
etc)



9. What’s the most over-rated B2B marketing trend?

Account based marketing overrated.

Unfair. You have really have your crm and your data

It’s probably more an indictment on someone

Impossible to do without the right data

We tackle it bits and pieces pilots and trials.

We sub segment the market and arm wrestle it through shear marketing force

10. What’s the most underrated B2B marketing tactic?

Customer testimonials. You Need to Have Honest Customer Testimonials

The Best Customer Testimonials includes how the company can improve. - 3 reasons: shows belief
in the company. Shows honesty. Shows relateability

Why is this so powerful? because the market listens to their peers more than the vendor if they have
relatable stories

How: We do it through

● quips and quotes,
● big part of our education and webinar strat

It’s Customer driven content

Differentiation POV: One of the best things a customer does is say “we’re still pushing on this vendor
to get these 3 things and we haven’t got em yet

- Shows they’re not a shill

A true honest customer tells what they havent done well and what they’re lacking from the vendor

How do you facilitate that:

We have an advisory council with product leaders who have real honest conversations about and
this exec advisor group that focuses on big level strategy and we use that as part of our marketing
strategy.

Drives more connection, relationship and sales. But it’s Not a sales specific group.

Tell us what’s wrong with us and that builds our bond.



What do you mean by that?

Why do you believe that?

Why don’t more people believe it?

How do you do it?

How does someone trying to implement it get it wrong

How can listeners connect with you

11. If you could ask one question to 100 of your peers in B2B marketing leadership, what
question would you ask them?

Has to start at the top. Consistent message from leadership. Work with sales channel to help craft
the phraseology and audio visual to help do that. And then you have to consistently put it out there
throughout internal communications every chance you get.

12. What kind of data would you like to have access to as a B2B marketing leader?

I just want to know the life cycle of customer or prospect form sales to contract and what their touch
points on that journey were

13. What’s a commonly held belief in B2B marketing that you passionately disagree with?

We spend too much time in marketing talking about us. We want to spit our resume when we
want to say look.

14. What technology are you looking to add to your tech stack?

15. What’s the last resource you gave up your email address to get access to?

What What’s is your belief about [main topic]

Clarify
(what)

What exactly do you mean by that
Can you give an example?
(Optional at any time: For anyone less familiar, what does ____ mean?)

Why Why do you disagree?



Why do you believe _____?
Why doesn’t everyone believe that?

Why What results have you seen from rejecting [______ belief]
What results should listeners expect?

How For someone wanting to do what you’re suggesting, what is step 1? Step 2?

How How could someone trying to follow what you’re saying easily get it wrong?
What’s a warning sign that they’re getting it wrong?

What What’s the one big takeaway you want listeners to get from this episode?

How How can listeners connect with you?


